But liberal ideas prevailed and Mr Droop came to the
meeting and didn't bring up any nasty snacks about Sir
Oswald Mosley or anything unpleasant of that sort. Indeed
in some ways he was almost helpful.
The Committee met and passed several resolutions.  They
would employ the two jobbing gardeners who worked the
Prospect as night watchmen and they would make a sub-
scription to the Local Defence Volunteers.   They then dis-
persed, thinking heavily.   " I don't like the way things are
going," said Edward Albert to his Mary.  " I feel somehow
we ought to be doing more about it.*'
M What could you do ? " asked Mary.
" I think we ought to have drilling on the links."
" They'd cut up the greens/' said Mary.
" We could keep 'em off the greens," said Edward Albert.
" We could keep a member on the links to see to that."
The Local Defence Volunteers became a useful receptacle
for elderly military men conversant with the tactics of fifty
years ago, but still anxious to impart ideas of duty, discipline,
social respect and restrain the notorious panic possibilities
of the lower orders. Presently the Volunteers were actually
drilling, three days a week, with sticks and old rifles, while
representatives of the committee watched over the amenities
of the links.
These formidable preparations were subjected to a certain
amount of ungenerous criticism by people who had seen
something of the fighting in Spain, France, Holland and
elsewhere, and after due consideration the military authorities
issued their white armlets and changed their names to the
Home Guard, H.G.s.
The larger and richer British Tewlers had always had a
profound and perhaps justifiable fear of an armed population,
and for a time it was debated whether such weapons as were
available ought not to be kept under armed guard at some
strategic point and only actually issued to the men when the
invader was already in ^he country. Time enough then for a
policeman or somebody to knock them up and tell them what
was afoot. In the event of German troops actually appearing,

